
HSBC Global Asset Management
Approach to UK Engagement

 `  HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) defines shareholder activism 
both in terms of considered voting on company meeting resolutions 
and active engagement (dialogue) with company managements on 
corporate governance issues. With regard to our governance activity, 
we have in place a paper on our “General Approach to UK Corporate 
Governance” which is applied on behalf of all clients who have 
given us discretion to vote on their behalf. This document requires 
UK companies to comply, at the minimum, with the UK Corporate 
Governance Code or provide sufficiently persuasive reasons as to 
why they do not. With the help of third party governance research 
providers, we examine in detail all resolutions raised at investee 
company meetings compared to this approach on a case-by-case 
pragmatic basis. Where no explanation for non-compliance is 
provided, or we do not initially accept the company’s explanation, 
we will pro-actively enter a dialogue with the company concerned. 
Such engagement occurs prior to our potentially voting against, or 
abstaining on, a particular resolution in order to seek an explanation 
or the promise of likely compliance in the future from the  
company concerned.

 `  Our view is that the amount of effort/resources which we devote to 
corporate engagement and voting should be commensurate with 
the benefits to our clients. In this regard, we employ a specialist 
governance team in London which has overall responsibility for 
making day-to-day decisions on voting resolutions and for contacting 
companies in advance of their meetings with a view to resolving any 
differences of opinion prior to the vote. As part of the monitoring of 
companies’ governance, this team records all votes cast on behalf  
of our clients. The reasons for voting against or abstaining are 
included as part of an audit trail, where we record all contacts on 
governance matters.

 `  Regarding our intervention process, beyond the active dialogue 
mentioned above, we prefer to conduct any further activity which 
may be deemed necessary also in private. We do not believe that 
making a public statement, submitting a shareholder resolution 
or requisitioning a general meeting are the best ways to achieve 
required governance change. Confrontation in public, we believe, 
constitutes a failure of the governance process. Instead, either 
contact with the Senior Independent Director/other independent 
nonexecutive Directors or expressing concerns via the company’s 
brokers or even, on occasion, joining with other shareholding 
institutions to form an “action group” might be considered.
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 `  In order to quantify the effect of our influence on corporates, we 
monitor their resultant actions. Evaluation of our impact must 
recognise, however, that management actions in respect of a 
particular governance issue raised are most likely to be the result 
of a consensus view received by management from shareholders, 
whether or not expressed in any coordinated way, rather than a 
recommendation put forward by any one fund management group 
as agent for its shareholder clients. Our impact may sometimes 
only be as one participant in helping to cause a company to change, 
rather than being the sole reason for such change, although the latter 
does occur. In the former instance, resultant ‘corrective’ actions by 
company management clearly cannot be ascribed (with any high 
degree of certainty) as our, or any one shareholder agent’s, individual 
success in bringing about corporate change.

 `  Finally, on the matter of reporting to our clients, we issue regular 
schedules itemising those resolutions where we have voted against 
and the reasons why. We also include a regular schedule in our 
clients’ reports covering our various dialogues with companies, the 
reason for such contact and the outcome (where resolved). We 
also publish our “General Approach to UK Corporate Governance” 
together with aggregated information on how we voted at UK 
company meetings on this internet website.
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